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It has been a tumultuous year for a Village in Syria, and for refugees everywhere. The drumbeat of war has
declined in Syria, Alhamdulilah, but there are serious concerns over re-development plans, known as Law
10. We very much hope the reduction in death and destruction continues. As it’s ever more difficult to
work in Syria itself, with a shrinking humanitarian space, reductions in funding and very strict counterterrorism measures, we are focusing on how we can help Syrian refugees in Turkey and the communities
they depend on – the Turkish people.
Antiocha, as it was known in Roman times, had a sea
port nearby, a population approaching half a million and
a selection of faiths. These included the ‘God-fearers’
who admired Judaism but from a slight distance. Their
position was upheld by Paul as “Men of Israel who fear
God.” Some became Christians.
As humanitarians, does religion matter? Yes and No. Yes, because religion is important to many people,
and may be part of their historical identity. No because,
humanitarians try to give help to everyone. After visiting several
mosques with a friend I finally asked “Are you Muslim or Christian?”
His reply was swift “50:50“
Antakya (its present name) was part of the French Empire as the
illustrations in the old cinema, now concert hall, suggest. It is known
as a city of tolerance, now stretched a little, due to the influx of three
and a half million Syrian refugees to the country, plus many others.
It has fragrant parks, a beautiful river (recently cleaned), good buses, and an airport. Many of these
services are beyond the reach of
poor people (Turkish and others.)
The old city has much in common
with a Glasgow housing scheme
Firefly work from the old city
knowing this is an area of great
need, with lower rents
It’s all relative. The UN tell us
there is growing animosity
between the two communities.
People in the UK will understand,
knowing how divisive austerity
has been. We took our cue for
prioritising the difficulties between the two communities from local people, living in Antakya. The UN
confirmed our thinking.

UN Plan of Action for the Safety of Journalists
And the Issue of Impunity

Many people in the UK were shocked by the news of the brutal Killing of Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi.
He was killed in the building of Saudi consulate in Istanbul on 2nd October, while his Turkish fiancé was
waiting for his return outside the building. On 5th December, the Director-General of UNESCO (The United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization), Audrey Azoulay, condemned murder of
journalists Raed Fares and Hamoud Jneed in Syria. Unidentified gunmen killed them on 23 November,
shortly after they left Radio Fresh, where both worked. Fares, a broadcast journalist and civil society
organizer, was the founder of Radio Fresh. Jneed worked for Radio Fresh as a photographer. According to
UNESCO every five days a journalist is killed for bringing information to the public.

CPJ (The Committee to Protect Journalists) shows
the 2018 map of countries with missing journalists.
60 in total. Since 1992, at least 124 journalists have
been killed in Syria, 20 were targeted for murder, all
with impunity.

‘Murdered with impunity’ means
no proper investigations took place
or the murders were not punished
correctly by the authority. CPJ
claims that hundreds of journalists
are murdered. In one out of ten
cases their killers go free.

Journalists Hamoud alJneid (left) and Raed
Fares, who were
gunned down by
unknown assailants in
the city of Kafranbel in
northwestern Syria on
November 23, 2018.
(Radio Fresh)

Syria is one of the most dangerous places in the world for journalists. At the time of CPJ's
most recent prison census, at least seven journalists were in Syrian state prisons; many
others are missing. At least 124 journalists have been killed covering the Syrian conflict”
(CPJ research)

The Washington Post publisher, Katharine Graham quotes:

“News is what someone wants suppressed. Everything else is advertising. The power
is to set the agenda. What we print and what we don’t print matter a lot.”
Now we must ask; ‘Who wanted to suppress Jamal Khashoggi?’ ‘Who set the agenda and removed
Hamoud al-Jneid and Raed Fares?’ ‘Were they murdered because their work did not follow the agenda?’ ‘If
the journalists were killed because of this reason, does democracy exist in Syria?’ ‘Will the authority truly
collect various voices in order to reconstruct a democratic country for the next generation?’ Journalists
bring news to society, investigative journalists pursue leads, to find the facts and discover the truth, behind
the scene. Journalists have the power to lead a person’s opinion. Eventually this can lead to influencing
public opinion too. Public opinion is seldom united, rather, many different opinions should be debated
among the people for the betterment of own community, society and own country. This is the foundation
of democracy.
Syria is an independent country thus there is an argument for its ‘sovereignty’ to be respected.
‘Sovereignty’ means the final authority, subject to no further authority. It is however, hugely regrettable
that ‘sovereignty’ is at times confused with ‘freedom of action’ by some senseless powerful people and
politicians. It must be remembered that, internationally, sovereignty served as the basis for exchange of
recognition on the basis of legal equality, and therefore as the basis of diplomacy and international law1.
‘UN Plan of Action on the Safety of Journalists and the Issue of Impunity’ is UN
Plan and it contributes to the achievement of the new Sustainable Development
Goals. See more information at: “Safety of Journalists and Impunity” at UNESCO
website.

1

See Iain McLean (1996) ‘Concise Dictionary of Politics’ p.464. However, according to S. Blackburn (2016), philosophical meaning
of ‘sovereignty’ questions include asking whether such an authority is necessary in an orderly political state, or whether systems
of ‘checks and balances’ can provide stable government with no one body claiming absolute sovereignty.

The Chaplaincy. Canterbury Christ Church University , Canterbury
As a New Trustee I am still amazed at
how much change a small group can
make in the lives of the Syrian people.
I love the Advent season as it’s ‘a time
for giving and a time for getting’
according to Cliff Richard.
The Meccano kits given to Syrian
children by Firefly (our partner) benefit
them so much, giving them low-cost tools
for active learning.
We are all bombarded by Christmas media campaigns, sometimes
with strange adverts and media clips. So it good to think “What a
difference I can make in the life of a child this Christmas”
A Village in Syria gives such opportunities, without any flashing
lights, smart tunes or amazing graphics.
Christmas is a time for giving and making a difference. Happy
Christmas.
Major Chris Sands
Chaplain

A Village in Syria has donated
£15,000 to the village (2013-2017)
And
£9,000 to Firefly (2017 -2018)
We start a Needs Assessment
For a joint Turkish-Syrian Project
Working with Firefly

Introducing the mongols, the Armenians Stories of
and others
Migration
It’s pretty much an undisputed fact that the Mongols
arrived in Baghdad in 1258, and sacked it. The Mongols
also took part of modern Turkey and the Levant, including
the “somnolent” city of Antioch – with its reputation for
luxury and depravity in Roman times. Despite its
questionable reputation, Antioch did not neglect
literature, scholarship and the arts. In its heyday it had an
estimated population of half a million.
Unsuprisingly, the Mongols were pleased with themselves: they
the Kingdom of Armenia as a vassal state, after inflicting grisly
atrocities on the Armenian heartlands, but met their
comeuppance when facing the Marluks at the decisive Battle of
Jalut in 1260, near Nazareth, Galilee.
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What is less well known is their influence on art and the telling
stories, including stories of the Magi.
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from Antioch (as it was then) Antakya as it is now,
T’oros Roslin the Armenian illustrator lived at Hromkla,
from 1210 to 1270. In his time, Hromkla was in the
Kingdowm of Cilicia, it now stands above the Euphrates
in Turkey (between Gaziantep and Saniurfa.)

Why is any of this of importance in 2018-19 ?
Back in the Roman era, Antioch was said to have “an a
heterogenous and excitable collection of Cretans,
Madecodians, native Syrians and expatriate Jews.”
Illusttration by T’oros Roslin, Armenian illustrator
What does the city of Antakya have now? In January 2019 our team will be out there, to conduct a Needs
Assessment of some of ‘the poorest of the poor’ – with the help of the local Mukhtars, appointed local government
officers. We met one Mukhtar in November, who said he looked after 10,000 people, 3,500 of whom are Syrian.
Austerity measures and inflation have hit everyone in Turkey, especially the poor. Landlords are doing nicely, thanks
to the presence of three and a half million Syrian refugees, plus many non-Syrians. Some of the camps, such as those
at Urfa, are now closed. Even more people are looking for a place to live, a skills-update and/or a job. The two main
communities, Turkish and Syrian do not always see eye-to-eye.

Lessons we can learn from the Mongols – for Antakya










Dress nicely (always appreciated)
Inspire local Armenian illustrators (or use social media)
Work with all faiths and none (but don’t destroy them)
Some local mosques are poor & can provide little ‘help’
We attend an informal group, after Friday Prayers
There are different Muslim communities, Alevi is one
The synagogue had fewer than 20 members in 2014
The Jewish community of Antioch is 2,300 years old
We know of 3 churches – Orthodox, Protestant & Catholic

 Kitburgha the Mongol General, was a Nestorian Christian
 Kitbugha claimed to be descended from one of the Magi
 Kitburgha favoured the Christians during the sack of Baghdad
& the occupation of Syria, but, became a Buddhist
 Doquez Khatun, favouite wife of Halagu Khan was a Christian
 The story of the magi ‘from the East’ derives from the story of
the Mongols arriving from the steppes
Magi is the term used in the East (not the West)
Clearly the Mongols had multiple IDs, even their biometrics seem
to differ quite widely. Here is a Mongol meeting Marco Polo (left)
and looking quite European. By the fifteenth century Hieronymus
Bosch had transformed one of the Magi into a “Wise Man” with
African heritage (African slaves were prized in Central Asia.)
The Genghis Khan diaspora “A rapid spread of Y-chromosomal lineage cannot have occurred by chance; it must have been a
result of selection. The lineage is carried by likely male-line descendants of Genghis Khan, suggesting it has spread by a novel
form of social selection resulting from their behaviour. Increased reproductive fitness, transmitted socially from generation to
generation, of males carrying the same Y chromosome would lead to the increase in frequency of their Y lineage, and this effect
would be enhanced by the elimination of unrelated males … often slaughtered [in the] conquered populations.” Genghis Khan
and his close male relatives also had many children.”

Not many women in these stories. Mary of Sednaya is notable for being equally revered by Muslims and Christians. Mary is
depected holding a text in Arabic. Nowadays, Sednaya currently better known for its notorious prison/extermination camp.
A black Roman Warrior

Mary of Sednya, Syria

Halagu Khan, Mongol
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